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 Music is a very important component of many people’s day to day lives. Music can make 

many daily activities more enjoyable, such as cooking, cleaning, working on projects, physical 

conditioning, and much more. Music also has a way of affecting people’s moods. If someone is 

feeling down, listening to some cheerful music can often cheer them up. If someone is feeling 

tired, an upbeat song can really get their energy up and running. Given the very noticeable effect 

that music has on people’s lives, researchers began to consider the potential therapeutic effects of 

music. Brand new categories of therapy began to form and grow, such as music therapy and 

melodic intonation therapy. Research is being done increasingly on these methods to try and 

back them with evidence, so that they can begin to be used in a scientific approach. Music 

therapy and melodic intonation therapy can provide many benefits to patients suffering from a 

variety of ailments, such as disorders of consciousness, neurogenic communication disorders, 

and conditions such as pain and nausea. Patients receiving these therapy techniques can witness 

improvements, including increased brain stimulation, improved speech, and a better emotional 

state. 

 Music has been an important aspect of people’s lives for generations. It has always been a 

part of culture, and in fact much can be determined about social norms in various cultures 

throughout history simply by examining their music. Several cultures in the past have also 

already explored using music for its healing properties. David was said to play his harp for the 

King of Israel to soothe him in the bible. Music was also thought to ward off evil and illness in 

many older cultures (McCarthy, 154). Music is still a very important aspect of life to this day. 

Many people in the modern world find a very profitable profession in music. 

 Music therapy began to be much more of a field of interest during the World War II era. 

Many soldiers showed significant improvement in the physical and emotional well-being 
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following the use of music. This significant improvement in the soldiers led to the development 

of music therapy as a more legitimate source of treatment during the war and into the following 

periods. Since then, music therapy has continued to grow. Research is now being done across the 

globe in the field (McCarthy, 155). 

 Music therapy is a relatively new method of treatment for several medical conditions. 

Music therapy incorporates a wide variety of different aspects and techniques in its application 

(McCarthy, 154). There have been numerous positive studies performed by researchers 

exemplifying the benefits if utilizing music therapy. 

 Music therapy can often be divided up into three main categories or uses. This is due to 

the wide range of potential benefits that music therapy has to offer. Firstly, music therapy can be 

used in conjunction with other forms of therapy, serving as an aid to the process. This has been 

shown to provide improvement in many patients. Secondly, music therapy can be used to help 

individuals with their educational desires. Through games and other activities, music can help a 

patient attain the results that they are seeking. Lastly, music therapy can aid in achieving 

reconstructive goals. The music can help improve social dynamics, behavioral norms, and 

participation of an individual in activities (McCarthy, 155). The dynamic component of music 

therapy also helps to encourage a healthy atmosphere. The rigorous activity can improve 

conditions in a much different way than some other therapy techniques, in which an individual 

may be in a static position doing drill work or something of the sort. 

 One of the many benefits of music therapy is that it does not pose much danger to the 

patient. Many of the other forms of therapy could potentially harm the patient, especially 

alernatives such as pharmacological intervention. However, music therapy does not hold any of 

these risks. The only real threat that has been discovered that could possibly result from music 
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therapy is the stimulation of a negative memory from the past. This could alter the patient’s 

mood and create an uncomfortable atmosphere. However, this downside can be easily overcome 

simply by close attention to detail, and an avoidance of any such music that may cause such 

negative results. In addition, this potential downside is still far less harmful than many of the 

alternatives, making music therapy one of the safest methods to go by (McCarthy, 156). 

 A study that was performed involving music therapy showed one of the ways in which 

music can be used to improve a condition. This study paired music therapy in combination with 

movement therapy. The results found movement therapy to be much more effective when used in 

conjunction with music therapy. When movement therapy was used in isolation, the results 

faired much worse than when paired with music therapy (McCarthy, 156). 

 Music therapy has been tested on a wide range of different age groups, including the very 

young and the very old. One study conducted examined the potential benefits of utilizing music 

therapy in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) (Loewy, 178). The neonatal period is defined 

as the time from birth to one month of age. Previous studies in the NICU have shown that music 

can aid with a neonates bonding ability with parents, and it can aid in sedation and other such 

procedures (Loewy, 178). 

 According to data from some 272 infants in eleven NICUs, live music performed by a 

qualified music therapist can significantly improve vital signs in a neonate. These vital signs 

include measured weight gain, sucking patterns, heart rate, oxygen saturation, sleep, and parental 

stress. This therapy is often also paired with a music therapy utilizing training in First Sounds 

RBL (rhythm, breath, and lullaby). This training incorporates the idea of including womb sounds 

in the music, such as heart beat, and replicating those sounds with instruments in the music 

(Loewy, 178). 
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 The results from this study indicated several of the potential benefits of music therapy in 

the NICU. The research found that song of kin, or in other words the music that matched the 

patient’s cultural background, fared better for the patient than the control song, Twinkle, Twinkle. 

The period of time for which the patient was quiet and alert was extended during the time the 

patient was listening to song of kin. The control song did not increase the time in which the 

patient was quiet and alert, and in fact stayed rather the same as before the music, although with 

a slight reduction. After the music in the song of kin, the patient’s duration of quiet and alert time 

went down, most likely as a result of the patient’s desire to continue the music (Loewy, 181). 

 Heart rate was another factor that was measured in this study. During the song of kin, 

patient showed a reduction in heart rate, indicating a more relaxed state in the body. Following 

the song of kin, the patient did have a slight increase in heart rate, although it was still a lower 

rate than before the song. This slight increase was again most likely due to distress in the patient 

from a desire for more music. The control song of Twinkle, Twinkle again rendered relatively the 

same heart rate as with no music, although with a slight increase in rate both during and after the 

music (Loewy, 181). 

Sleeping was another component that was measured in this study. The research found that 

over a two-week period, sleeping was far improved from song of kin. Twinkle, Twinkle showed a 

significantly less amount of improvement in sleeping. The results from this study indicate that 

music therapy can provide quantifiable benefits for patients in the NICU (Loewy, 182. 

 Although this study examined a good topic and showed interesting results, there is still 

much more research that could be done in this field. For example, the study did not account for 

factors such as the mother singing to the child while the child is in the womb, which might 

account for the significantly greater benefits achieved from song of kin. The baby most likely did 
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not hear Twinkle, Twinkle as often as it heard the mother singing to it. This would still be a 

potentially very helpful branch of treatment, however, especially with continued research and 

studies to back up the beneficial results. 

 Parkinson’s disease (PD) is another condition which can find significant improvements 

from music therapy. A study performed by two Canadian researchers examined more exactly the 

ways in which music therapy can aid these patients. Parkinson’s disease is commonly known for 

affecting an individual’s movements, although there can also be implications for speech, as seen 

in over eighty percent of those suffering from the disease. Speech complications often are 

apparent through a condition termed hypokinetic dysarthria (literally means slow movement and 

difficulty articulating), in which the patient speaks very slowly, often in one tone of voice, and 

has difficulty articulating words (Clements-Cortès, 34). 

 Parkinson’s disease is most frequently treated through pharmacological measures, using 

drugs such as Levodopa to treat the condition (Clements-Cortès, 34). However, this drugs and 

others like it have many dangerous complications. Although it might improve certain aspects of 

the patient’s life in regards to symptoms of PD, it may introduce issues that the patient might not 

have had otherwise. Music therapy has practically none of these harmful indications, making it a 

much safer option for treatment. 

 The two Canadian researchers who looked into using music to aid patients suffering from 

PD examined four different techniques for treatment, all using music (Clements-Cortès, 34). 

These four techniques consisted of vibroacoustic therapy (VAT), rhythmic auditory stimulation 

(RAS), the Lee Silverman voice treatment (LSVT LOUD), and singing. (Clements-Cortès, 35).  

 The idea behind vibroacoustic therapy has actually been around in several cultures for 

quite some time as a method of healing ailments. VAT works by taking audible frequencies and 
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translating them into physical mechanical vibrations, which can then be received by a specialized 

chair or bed or something of the sort to the patient. VAT acts almost like a reset to the body, and 

it can significantly improve body and neural rhythms that are not functioning correctly. VAT 

proved to significantly improve the symptoms associated with both PD and Alzheimer’s Disease, 

both of which are thought to have something to do with disturbed neural rhythms (Clements-

Cortès, 35). 

 Rhythmic Auditory Stimulation (RAS) is an interesting idea for therapy based on the 

body’s natural use of rhythm. The human body is filled with sequences and patterns and acts 

similar to a machine in many ways. The various components of the body can be manipulated and 

adjusted so as to allow for maximum functionality. The idea behind RAS is based on the body’s 

ability to match bodily rhythms to an external beat. When the body hears a rhythm, it will 

automatically sync such things as brain waves, as well as heart and respiratory rate (Clements-

Cortès, 35). This is actually similar to a phenomenon observed in which people’s heartbeats 

syncronize all together during such times as live concerts, which is a fascinating idea. 

 When a therapist uses RAS, they are careful to start the patient out by using a relatively 

simple and laid back rhythm. The initial rhythm typically matches the patients current body 

rhythms so as not to overload the body. The beat is then gradually increased over a period of 

time, and as a result the body rhythms slowly increase with the music, allowing the patient to 

experience increased functionality (Clements-Cortès, 35). 

 The Lee Silverman Voice Treatment (LSVT LOUD) is a treatment that not only can 

improve issues with speech, but also some other aspects of Parkinson’s Disease, such as tongue 

strength, facial expressions, and swallowing. The idea behind LSVT LOUD is that the patient 

has a distorted impression of their speaking volume, creating the illusion to the patient that they 
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are talking normally, when in fact they are speaking in a greatly reduced volume. During the Lee 

Silverman Voice Treatment, the therapist instructs the patient to “think loud” and to “maximize 

effort,” or in other words, the therapist essentially instructs the patient to talk in the volume that 

the patient would normally consider shouting. This compensates for the patient’s imperceptions 

in volume and results in a normal quality of voice. Through intensive sessions and practice, this 

technique can greatly improve a patient’s condition (Clements-Cortès, 35). 

 Singing can be a very powerful asset to a patient suffering from Parkinson’s disease. 

Singing allows the patient to incorporate a variety of different body systems, and to increase 

overall the body’s ability to allow everything to work together. In contrast to speaking, singing 

actually elicits more control from the patient in terms of greater regulation on breathing, and 

greater strength from the respiratory system as a whole. According to the European Parkinson’s 

Disease Association in 2014, “singing can help P[arkinson’s] D[isease] patients sustain their 

voice, increase volume, improve diction, control vocal speed, improve posture, and improve 

fluidity of speech. Singing may also improve mood, social activity, and self-confidence…” 

(Clements-Cortès, 36). In addition, a study conducted by Wan et al. in 2010 found that singing 

can reduce stuttering by as much as ninety percent in patients suffering from Parkinson’s Disease 

(Clements-Cortès, 36). 

 At the conclusion of this study the two Canadian researchers determined that music can 

be a very beneficial and non-harmful alternative to pharmacological treatment approaches, 

especially when utilized through techniques such as Vibroacoustic Therapy, Rhythmic Auditory 

Stimulation, the Lee Silverman Voice Treatment, and singing. In the words of Oliver Sacks, 

“music… is a remedy, a tonic, orange juice for the ear. But for many neurological patients, music 
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is even more – it can provide access, even when no medication can, to movement, to speech, to 

life. For them, music is not a luxury, but a necessity” (Clements-Cortès, 36). 

There has also been a considerable amount of research performed pertaining to disorders 

of consciousness (DOC). To this date, the only treatment that is commonly known for severe 

brain injury is pharmacological agents (Schnakers, 2). However, sensory stimulus was proposed 

as an alternative method of treatment. The idea behind this is the concept of brain plasticity. It 

has been commonly accepted for some time now that the human brain has the capability to reset 

or reorganize itself. The main idea behind using music therapy is that it could potentially 

encourage and increase brain plasticity (Schnakers, 2). 

 Several studies were conducted to test whether or not music therapy would in fact benefit 

the condition. Unfortunately, the studies were few in number and small in size, resulting in an 

insufficient quantity of research to make the use of music therapy a reliable alternative treatment. 

However, there were very positive results from the studies that were conducted, lending to the 

notion that if more research were to be conducted, music therapy could pose some great benefits 

to severe brain injury (Schnakers, 3). 

 One of the benefits of music therapy is the ability to react in a fast manner to changes in 

the patient. If a certain type of music is not working with a patient, or if the patient responds 

better to certain aspects of the music, the music therapist can quickly respond to this change. In 

one case, music therapy was even able to allow a patient to return to consciousness from a 

vegetative state (Schnakers, 4). 

Disorders of consciousness can pose quite a challenge in the realm of quantifiable 

research. For example, it is very difficult to measure the behavioral benefits in patients in a 

vegetative state. The patients are unconscious, and so observing behavioral changes is not really 
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a viable option, lending to this category of the research to be somewhat nullified (Schnakers, 4). 

However, one study performed by Pape et al., in 2015, did find functional magnetic resonance 

imaging (fMRI) to be an accurate measure of brain activity (Schnakers, 3). The only issue with 

using fMRI’s is that brain activity cannot per say show how a patient’s behavior may improve or 

decline just based on the readings. 

The definition of a vegetative state also poses a challenge in regards to disorders of 

consciousness. It is difficult to determine if a patient is in a vegetative state through verbal 

methods or through motion, given their very minimal response. The term “Unresponsive 

Wakefulness Syndrome” was coined by Laureys et al., in 2010. The idea behind this term is the 

idea that the patient has the ability to regain a state of consciousness. Magee describes 

consciousness itself as “an ambiguous concept that encompasses both wakefulness and 

awareness (Magee et al., 1). 

Music therapy also poses a challenge in that it is difficult to determine whether a patient 

is responding so well to the music therapy or rather to some other stimuli. In some of the studies, 

it was not entirely clear if a patient spontaneously regained activity or if it was the result of the 

music therapy. Also, it is difficult to control the factors in the studies in order to determine what 

exactly is required in order to elicit the best results in a patient using music therapy (Schnakers, 

4-5). 

Music therapy has sparked an interest in many researchers due to its potential ability to 

diagnose patients with disorders of consciousness. The theory with this is that music can show 

responses in the patient that would allow a research to recognize that the patient was actually 

responding, according to a study performed by O’Kelly et al., in 2013. This study found that 

listening to music can have such effects as “increased EEG amplitude in alpha and theta bands 
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suggestive of attentional processes” (Magee et al., 2). An EEG is an electroencephalogram, 

which is a medical device used for measuring neurological electrical activity. Music therapy also 

has shown great potential in its ability to diagnose pediatric disorders of consciousness (Magee et 

al., 3). 

 A study conducted by Omar et al. examined the relationship between recognition of 

emotion in music, facial expressions, and spoken auditory stimulation in patients suffering from 

frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) (Omar et al., 1). This study compared twenty-six 

patients who matched the diagnostic criteria consistent with FTLD against twenty-one healthy 

controls, who had no significant history of neurological deficits (Omar et al., 4). Of the patients 

suffering from FTLD, eighteen were male, twenty-four were right-handed, and the average age 

was sixty three point eight years old (Omar et al., 4). The patients were divided into two sub-

categories based on their conditions; sixteen patients suffered from severe behavioral alterations 

and frontal and temporal lobe atrophy. Ten patients suffered from a breakdown of verbal/non-

verbal conceptual knowledge and mostly left hemispherical atrophy (Omar et al., 4). 

  The patients physical manifestation of emotion was assessed using voxel-based 

morphometry (VBM). The four emotions that were selected to be elicited were happiness, 

sadness, anger, and fear (Omar et al, 5). None of the patients suffered from hearing deficits, and 

most were categorized as novices in the field of music, all relatively lacking in musical training 

or backgrounds. Ten music pieces were chosen to embody the emotions, and all ten pieces were 

around eleven seconds in length. The pieces were taken from Western classical canon and film 

scores. Magnetic resonance tests were also conducted during the time of the behavioral testing as 

another method of gaining quantifiable results (Omar et al., 5-6). 
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At the conclusion of the study, the researchers found that the majority of the patients did 

very well with recognizing emotion from facial expressions, followed by music, and lastly, 

spoken auditory stimulation (Omar et al., 7-8). This is an important study to keep in mind for 

therapists working with patients suffering from FTLD. If the therapist is working on emotional 

aspects in social dynamics for example, this study shows that the therapist should be sure to 

incorporate facial expressions into the therapy in order to allow the patient to recognize the 

emotion. 

One element that this study did not examine is the patient’s ability to recognize emotion 

from a facial expressions, music, and other auditory stimuli all combined. Perhaps this could lead 

to some interesting further research being done on this topic. Perhaps studying whether the 

patient fares better with emotional recognition from facial expression combined with music, 

rather than facial expressions in isolation, could lead to further helping the patient via an 

evolution in therapeutic technique. 

 A study performed by Silverman, Letwin, and Nuehring examined the effect of patient 

preferred live music (PPLM) and adult medical patients (Silverman, 1). The researchers 

conducted a literature review of a variety of medical articles and works, such as PubMed, 

PsychInfo, and several others. The researchers concluded from the results that PPLM did in fact 

have a very positive influence on several medical conditions. These conditions include but are 

not limited to affective states, pain, nausea, physiological measures for adult cancer and 

transplant patients (Silverman, 3). 

 Although there is no doubt that music therapy has great potential and has made a very 

positive influence on people, there is not a great deal of research backing music therapy as a 

legitimate medical intervention. To resolve this issue, more research could be conducted to 
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introduce music therapy as a far more common intervention to medical ailments. If music 

therapy were to be more widespread in the medical world, many people could experience the 

vast potential benefits that it has to offer. 

 Melodic intonation therapy (MIT) is a therapeutic method utilized for patients suffering 

from neurogenic communication disorder. MIT uses a technique combining both melody and 

rhythm. MIT is also one of the few methods that considered acceptable as a treatment for non-

fluent aphasia (Norton, 1). The origins of this technique go far back in time, including and 

individual in 1745 CE who could sing hymns and recite several of the more rhythmic prayers, 

but who completely lacked his ability to speak after suffering a stroke in his left hemisphere 

(Merrett, 2). 

 Melodic intonation therapy works be allowing a patient to recognize what they are 

saying, and to realize how it differs from how a phrase is supposed to sound. First the patient sets 

a personal goal. They may hum while incanting the phrase in their mind, or while the therapist 

taps a rhythm. The therapist may then sing a phrase and then have the patient dictate the phrase, 

then proceed to have the patient follow suit in an attempt to allow the patient to recognize the 

difference (Norton, 3). The patient typically only sings very few notes, typically a higher note 

and a lower note, and they follow a very basic rhythm or meter. The patient would “sing” the 

higher note on the syllables in words that were intended to receive stress, and the lower notes on 

the unstressed parts of the words (Zumbansen, 3). 

 Instructing a patient to tap using their left hand has been shown to improve the patient’s 

ability to produce more syllables. The use of the left hand can engage the right hemisphere of the 

brain, which differs from the location stimulated by typical speech. Tapping also can aid in the 

production of syllables, which helps to control the pacing of the speech (Norton, 3). 
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 Melodic intonation therapy can create a significant difference for Broca’s aphasia. 

Aphasia is apparent in roughly one third of stroke survivors (Zumbansen, 2-3). Broca’s aphasia 

is a neurogenic communication disorder characterized specifically by apraxia of speech. Apraxia 

of speech is a condition in which the brain is no longer able to send signals out to instigate 

movement in the parts of the body associated with speech (“Childhood…”). The combination of 

melody and rhythm lends to create the efficacy of melodic intonation therapy, as opposed to 

using other therapeutic methods such as rhythmic therapy and spoken therapy (Zumbansen, 9-

10). 

 A study performed in Japan examine the efficacy of melodic intonation therapy in a case 

of chronic unresponsive non-fluent aphasia (Tabei, 2). The study was intended to examine the 

neurological processes beneath the condition. The study examined a 48-year-old male, who 

suffered from hemiparesis on the right side of his body, accompanied by aphasia. The patient’s 

condition had not improved following a two-year period in which he received traditional speech 

therapy through weekly sessions with a qualified speech therapist (Tabei, 3). Hemiparesis is a 

condition in which an individual suffers altered or lessened movement in one side of the body. In 

this study, the researchers utilized a modified version of melodic intonation therapy in order to 

overcome the obvious language barrier (Tabei, 4).  

The study consisted of a nine-day intensive utilizing MIT-J, and demonstrated significant 

improvement in the case of chronic non-fluent aphasia. Just like the regular version of MIT, the 

patient was treated with four stages of MIT-J. In the first stage, the patient is instructed to hum 

the words, practicing the feel of stressing certain parts of the words. In the second stage, the 

therapist has the patient tap out the rhythm of what the therapist is saying, allowing for a better 

understanding of the pacing of the words. In third stage, the patient is gradually brought to 
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respond in an appropriate manner to questions asked by the therapist. Finally, the therapist helps 

the patient to bring everything all together, hopefully enabling far improved speech (Tabei, 4). 

MIT-J was able to produce to produce improved language output, auditory comprehension, 

response time for naming figures, and much more. It was suggested that perhaps this 

improvement could be due to an improved efficiency of neural processing in the patient (Tabei, 

6). 

The results of the study found that in stage one of the therapy, the patient was able to 

produce ninety percent accuracy in response to questions, which was a significant improvement. 

By the end of the nine-day intensive, the patient had progressed all the way up to stage three of 

MIT-J, a shocking improvement considering the patient’s prior experience with speech therapy 

(Tabei, 5). The fMRI results found that the patient’s right hemisphere remained relatively 

inactive during naming trials, a significant difference from before the therapy (Tabei, 6). These 

results only go to show what a significant potential benefit melodic intonation therapy has to 

offer. 

The researchers in this study measured their results through two methods: 1) Linguistic 

assessment, and 2) Functional MRI (fMRI) assessment. For the linguistic assessment, the 

researchers use both a version of the Western Aphasia Battery (WAB) adapted to work for 

Japanese, and aksing the patient to name ninety words by showing pictures and having the 

patient respond. Both accuracy and time were measured (Tabei, 4). For the fMRI assessment, the 

researchers, measured the patient’s neural activity prior to therapy while having the patient 

perform the word naming activity (Tabei, 5). 

 There have been several theories as to why melodic intonation therapy might be effective 

(Merrett, 3). The most common/popular theory is that MIT encourages right hemispheric brain 
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activity. In other words, MIT encourages neuroplastic reorganization of language function 

(Merrett, 4). Another idea that has been suggested is that MIT could potentially provide a 

psychological motivation for the patients, which could explain their improvements (Merrett, 3). 

 The most common theory supporting the science behind melodic intonation therapy—the 

idea that MIT could transfer speech control to the undamaged right hemisphere of the brain—is 

not greatly backed by research. It is not that the subject has not been researched, but in fact in the 

contrary. Research has found that the efficacy of MIT is based greatly on individual variable 

factors. It is very unclear whether or not any method of speech-language therapy can elicit a 

transfer of neurological control from the damaged left hemisphere to the right (Zumbansen, 3). 

 Music therapy and melodic intonation therapy can significantly improve several medical 

conditions that might otherwise not have been improved from traditional therapy methods. Music 

therapy has shown great improvements in many patients on which it has been used. However, 

there is an insufficient amount of research that has been conducted to solidify music therapy as a 

valid alternative therapeutic technique. If there was more evidence, however, music therapy 

could provide a very positive influence to a great number of people. 

 Melodic intonation therapy provides significant benefits for several neurogenic 

communication disorders. MIT is fairly backed by research, and it is more science-based than 

music therapy in general. MIT is a great alternative therapeutic treatment. However, MIT could 

be far more widespread and incorporated into accepted therapeutic methods.  

Both music therapy and MIT are potentially very helpful, although they are both 

relatively new therapeutic methods. More research and awareness could lend to the creation of 

these techniques becoming more widely implemented. This could lead to many more people 

being helped all around the world. 
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